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Goal oriented Sales Merchandiser with 12 years of strong customer service skills and 
experience in DSD functions of retail in various retail outlets. Ability to complete 
resets and implement requirements of manufacturers within retail stores to promote 
their products. An effective communicator who is self-disciplined and reliable who 
thrives in a challenging environment whether working independently or on a team.

EXPERIENCE

Retail Sales Merchandiser
Meadow Brook Dairy - 2003 – 2011

 Worked as a merchandiser in Western New York covering drug stores 
and convenience stores, supermarkets, completed resets as 
necessary and sold new products to a store and made sure product 
was in stock and rotated.

 Helped drivers and customers write orders to ensure proper stock 
level in the accounts, made emergency deliveries if needed. Used a 
home office on a regular basis.

 Completed reports weekly, monthly and quarterly in excel and power 
point. Used lotus notes daily to correspond with meadow brook and 
customers.

 Provided resolution to customer complaints. Helped with the 
distribution of routes to ensure profitability for the company and 
made sure customer needs are met.

 Completed paperwork and sent to the home office weekly, 
communicated with sales manager on a regular basis to inform her of 
the concerns in the area and improve the presence of Meadow Brook 
in the region.

 Completed samplings of selected products in stores and at events, 
coordinated samples to be shipped to events.

 Worked to reduce credits in stores to make the company profitable 
and also worked with the distribution to control delivery cost in the 
region.

Merchandiser 
Advantage Leeper & Derose - 1999 – 2003

 Reset sections to plan o grams, cut in new items, checked distribution
and verified manufacturers standards were met.

 Called on tops in Western New York. Became the contact person for 
Lipton, enforced their standards to the team of merchandiser by 
verifying their items were completed in stores.

 Maintained fleming accounts for the advantages ofLeeperr and 
DeRose in Cleveland, Ohio and covered all departments in stores.

 Sold pre-orders to the stores every month. Worked on the companys 
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PDA for tracking purposes. Reset sections without plan o grams, sold 
in new items, check distribution and work to achieve manufactures 
standard is obtained.

 Completed paperwork at a home office and mailed paperwork weekly 
to the office.

 Maintained accounts of sales made, new orders, cash transactions 
and customer details.

 Assists on resets as well as reading POG to reset aisles.

EDUCATION

 AAS in Accounting - (Genesee Community College  - Batavia, NY )

SKILLS

Graphics Designs, Computer, Office Machine Experience, Customer Service, 
Collections, Secretarial, Managerial, Sales, Merchandising, SAP, CRM, MS Office And 
Inventory Management.
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